I4MS Contact Points
I4MS Contact Points take full advantage of the digital opportunities
and establish business-friendly framework conditions thanks to a deep
understanding of the digital transformation in the European
manufacturing landscape.
Become a part of an exclusive community and transfer in an effective
manner the opportunities offered by I4MS to your stakeholders
network. We’re looking for representatives from Innovation Actions,
Digital Innovation Hubs, Competence Centres and other relevant
profiles that can help us disseminate the I4MS messages.

What does it mean to
become a Contact Point?
Be formally linked to I4MS initiative
to replicate solutions and services.
Connect with key stakeholders of the
industry 4.0 European ecosystem.
Have access to first-hand information
about digital transformation, trending
topics and funding opportunities.
Participate in the I4MS online
community.

SILVER

GOLD

Cross-dissemination
partnership

Extend I4MS technologies
partnership

Focused on cross-dissemination
activities, where I4MS Contact Point
act as multipliers and inform their
network of contacts about the I4MS
available opportunities.

Focused on providing SMEs the
necessary knowledge on I4MS and
support them via the I4MS online
brokering system. Additionally, you will
enjoy training sessions on marketing
strategies to attract SMEs and the use
of I4MS technologies.

Share opportunities among SMES

Share opportunities among SMES

Include I4MS banner in your
website

Include I4MS banner in your
website

Publish posts in the online
community

Publish posts in the online
community

Invitation to respond to
I4MS surveys

Invitation to respond to
I4MS surveys

Organise events in the I4MS
community

Organise events in the I4MS
community

Offer support to SMEs through
the I4MS Brokering System

Offer support to SMEs through
the I4MS Brokering System

i4ms.fundingbox.com

www.I4MS.eu

JOIN NOW

@I4MS_Europe

contact@i4ms.eu

JOIN NOW

I4MS

What do we offer you?
VISIBILITY

SPECIAL CONTENT

ACCESS TO I4MS COMMUNITY

Exposure in our communication channels:
Share your activities with I4MS followers
across our social media channels
(Newsletter, Twitter, LinkedIn).

Latest market trends, featured articles,
funding opportunities, and I4MS opportunities
like open calls launches, awards and events.

The I4MS Community brings together all
the key players of the smart manufacturing
industry in Europe working for the digitisation
of manufacturing SMEs.

EXCLUSIVITY

ACCESS TO TRAININGS

Participate in special activities exclusively
for our community members (webinar offers,
I4MS Ambassadors, interviews, and more).

Join the training sessions and take advantage of the
knowledge of the project’s consortium.

What do we ask for in return?

HOST AN
INDUSTRY 4.0 WORKSHOP

CONTRIBUTE TO
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

CROSS COMUNICATION
ACTIONS

The best performing I4MS Contact Point
will be offered the opportunity to host
one of these events.

Different surveys and online discussions
will be organised to foster an active dialogue.
You will be invited to lead the discussions
and provide feedback.

Exposure in your communication channels:
Dissemination of key contents (open calls,
news, articles, etc)

I4MS initiative is formed by

Are you interested in Digital Transformation?
We invite you to join our newsletter and stay tuned to the latest news of the manufacturing industry.

www.i4ms.eu
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